Zeewolde, 16 september 2010
Mr. Barack Hussein Obama
1600 Pennsylvania ave nw
Washington, DC 20500, United States
Dear Sir,

The overlooked real reason for the development of the 2008/9/10 economic
crisis that finally totally disrupted the economy. The results of our research.
As President of the Economic Research Organization CMN International, I have the honor to inform you about a recent result of the most important research activity of our organization during the
last 30 years. The results of our research and the existing state of the world wide economic depression, makes it quite clear that not one single country in the world, neither the United States,
nor any country from the European Community, has understood that the real cause of this depression developed as far back as 13 centuries ago. It carried since the 7th century of our era a time
bomb, that automatically became activated in the sixties of the former century. But there was no
explosion, no smoke, not a single signal that made it clear that something had happened. Therefore this occurrence could simply not become recognized by you or any other receiver of a copy of
this letter. But the bomb exploded all the same already 50 years ago. And because it didn’t cause
any harm to the businesses that made the time bomb go off by simply installing a computer, a main
frame system in their offices, nobody noticed anything negative.
In fact, the extreme positive economic results, after the implementation of a high powered computer system in their offices, were even never seen as a result of the get together between the activator of the time bomb and the computer. Even more remarkable is the fact that the activator of the
time bomb, was already waiting for it in the offices of the businesses that bought a computer, since
the very moment that the business started to operate.
As soon as the computer program, that specifically became written to do the accounting job on the
main frame system, started to process the business accounting, based on 3000 years old bookkeeping principles, the economic time bomb went off. It did, as said, not any harm to any of the
buyers that bought main frame computers, but it started to harm disastrously all those other
business in the world that were not able to use a computer in those early days of computers. All other businesses were confined by governments in deadly money environs and could die.
And this unique destruction went on for over 50 years without that anybody, with the exception of
the staff of the CMN, got a glimpse of the real reason that started the largest worldwide economic
disaster in our history. It took nearly 30 years of extensive research that finally showed the
unbelievable reality that money has no future anymore. It makes you actually economically
die in the 21st century. I personally began to alarm the Dutch Government already in April 1981.
To make quite clear how the CMN finally became able to disclose to you how the economy derailed and how to create an economic environment that supplies within a few days a properly working
economy, it is essential to introduce to you the Nobel (Memorial) Price winner 1978 who made in
March 1981 some strange statements in the Netherlands. Without those words from an American
professor economics, the CMN, thus the Citizens-Multi-National, would never have existed and
this worldwide economic disaster of today would probably never have become resolved.
In the beginning of April 1981 I received in my London office the request to give some attention to
the unique remarks by the keynote speaker, the Nobel (Memorial) Price Winner Economics 1978
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Dr. Herbert A. Simon of the Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania, during a Dutch
Government Conference in March 1981.
At that time the Netherlands suffered already for about 10 years an economic depression that
became published in the 1970 edition of the Dutch Winkler Prins Encyclopedia with the name
“Stagflation”. It was described as an “inflationary stagnating economy”.
The mentioned conference was organized by the Dutch Minister of Science Dr.J.van Kemenade
and was attended by 65 graduates and 3 non-graduates. Dr. Simon made during his presentation
3 times clear remarks, roughly stating: “My economic knowledge is insufficient to explain the
reason and working of Stagflation.” These statements were good enough to make me call Dr.
Simon in Pittsburgh and ask him directly why he made those remarks. After about ten minutes
trying to get the right impression of each other, he stated “off the record” that “Stagflation could
not exist and talking about it was a farce.” He explained that he had made those statements
politically, simply because he did not want to disturb the conference and to go into a discussion
about his clear opinion with 65 other scientists, all strongly believing in “STAGFLATION”.
Dr. Simon died in 2002. Therefore there was no reason anymore to keep silent about his real
opinion. Because we agreed both about the simple fact that an inflationary economy could never
show any stagnancy, it made me decide to go to the Netherlands and to start an investigation into
the development of something called “Stagflation”. On the first day of my research in the Dutch
Central Bureau of Statistics, it became quite clear that something unusual had happened. Twelve
years earlier around 1969, the consumer prices had gone up two months earlier than the wholesale prices. That made me expanse my investigation into the question.:”What caused a general price
increase in the retail trade?” Within only another five days it was quite clear what had happened.
The retail business ran out of money and became forced to borrow more money, because money
simply disappeared suddenly out of the market, while the government recorded Stagflation. It
became quite clear that the prices moved up by extremely high interest rates implemented by the
government to fight off an inflation that did not exist. I discovered EXTREME deflation.
There were two major developments that had plainly disrupted the economy in the Netherlands,
without that even one single other person had taken notice of it. Two new computer programs,
clearly developed by persons without any economic background, became implemented on the first
of January 1968. Both computer programs had an immediate affect on the proper working of the
economy. Both programs increased automatically the total amount of money that needed to be in
circulation to make certain that the economy would continue to work properly.
•

A Government program that dealt with collecting the new VAT = Value Added Tax, made
certain, that the total amount of money in circulation within the Dutch economy needed to be
doubled permanently. This had an immediate negative impact on the retail business.

•

A program dealing with the changeover from weekly wages to monthly wages, made certain
that the economy required at least 333% more money into circulation, to make it possible to
payout monthly wages. But because it became implemented into a VAT market, it needed in
that market another increase with 100%. Consequently the total amount of money needed for
the payment of monthly wages needed to be increased as far as 666%. Because that additional money came never into circulation the Dutch economy began to shrivel up aggressively.
Because the changeover took about 15 years nobody connected these developments to the
total disruption of the Dutch economy. The Government gave even never any attention to these developments. I found never any indication about it. Unless they read any CMN-reports,
they would never have known anything about what happened since 1968.

About 6 years after the implementation of both programs the government discovered that something went economically fishy. Nobody discovered anything except lack of money. The nearly unbelievable reality is that there was never any reason for the Dutch economic depression of the
eighties. The depression became totally governmentally MADE. Because nobody observed this
week / month or VAT development and because the Dutch Winkler Prins Encyclopedia created a
specific name for this economic disruption, we received purely accidentally and unwilled prove of
an economically ruinous development that could have been avoided. The proof became the result
of CMN research. It guided to the development of the Liquid Capital Circuit solution as a remedy.
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The simple truth is that both programs proved beyond any doubt why the economy has become
disrupted and why it is impossible to solve that problem WITHOUT ABANDONING THE
BANKING SYSTEM.
The CMN developed as a result of this negative evolution the revitalization of the original 3000
years old bookkeeping system, that originally became the father of every worldwide existing bookkeeping system, because there was economically seen no other choice left anymore then returning
to the origin of bookkeeping. And here I have to tell you WHY we had to return.
It took us almost thirty years research to find the nearly unbelievable reason for our economic
derailing, but it made also clear that we have become confronted with a fait accompli.
In the 7th century of our era Arabic Seamen landed after a Western Storm in Naples in SouthernItaly. They expressed their gratitude to their hosts with a gift: The Arabic moneyless bookkeeping
system. That system became developed 1700 years earlier, many centuries before the birth of
today’s money ideas by King Gyges in Lydia in Eastern Turkey.
The bookkeeping gift was written from right to left and it would probably never have survived in
Naples without a brilliant other part of the gift. Nine illustrations of nine numbers. Those illustrations
showed each number by a number of small lines that formed the illustration. One line for the 1,
two lines for the 2, 3 for the 3 and so on. The number zero became expressed by a period. It were
the Naples people that developed the 0 for null/void and became excited by calculating with ten
decimal numbers. They learned the art of calculating with decimal numbers and became excited by
the possibility of the registration of values in the matching bookkeeping system. The Roman numerals, still in use at that time, became history since the 7th era. Europe started decimal calculating.
However nobody spoke the language of the Seamen and so Naples people never discovered that
this bookkeeping system had been developed as a moneyless market bookkeeping system.
They began to use this moneyless bookkeeping system in a money environment and therefore
they added two columns to the system so that they could handle money. From that moment on
they used it as a micro-economic bookkeeping system for businesses. And we are all still using it
in the same way today. And as a result the function CAPITAL became a dead end street, within
the European bookkeeping system. Within the original moneyless system the CAPITAL function
was used to make moneyless payments 100% backed by objects of value = ASSETS.
From the very moment the new bookkeeping system began its journey all over Europe and about
1000 years later through the United States, it was loaded with a time bomb, that would go off at the
very moment that the bookkeeping system would become used again as a macro-economic market system. At the moment this happened it would again start to work moneyless without
using any real money anymore. It would start using money values. This happened 1960.
As long as the bookkeeping system was manually used, there would not be any problem. The time
bomb would go off, at the very moment that we would start to use the accounting system macroeconomically and start to process with a computer the bookings of a multinational market,
However the time bomb supplied the market with a totally new pleasant experience. The market
started to work moneyless, meaning that it only handled MONEY VALUES but not any real money
anymore. It started to work timeless. As a result of the timeless operation it REDUCED the quantity of money needed within the market, because it didn’t have to fill up their money system any
more with additional money for the payout i.e. of monthly wages instead of weekly wages. It didn’t
have to build a reserve anymore to fill up the gap, built up by the quarterly VAT storage.
At the same time the bookkeeping system was not going to use any real money any more within
the production line. It began only to use money when it was needed for making external payments.
It began to keep all the money not needed anymore in a bank account as a reserve. Though before the explosion of the time bomb, that money circulated through the whole of the economy.
Nevertheless the only businesses able to enjoy those new developments were the multinationals
with sufficient capital to buy mainframe computers and working within a real market structure.
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The multinationals began to use the reserve money to pay out bonuses, to buy out suppliers, to
compete medium range and small businesses out of the market with lower prices.
The multinationals started to create more millionaires. The multinationals began to build billions of
reserves drawn out of the NON-MULTINATIONALS, who began to die economically already 50
years ago, because they became unable to compete anymore with multinationals.
Because the NON-MULTINATIONALS have to make use of more money than the multinationals,
they have far higher costs because of their loans from bankers. Every banker has more NONMULTINATIONAL clients than multinational clients. And because those NON-MULTINATIONAL
clients died, the banks ran equally into more problems. In fact they began to dry up financially
because they didn’t have sufficient solid cash anymore in reserve to support using bank capital.
Only since the beginning of the 21st century the NON-MULTINATIONALS became able to make
also use of computers and became therefore also able to connect to a Citizens-multi-national
market through the internet. That supplies them with even more power and reserve possibilities
than the multinationals are able to acquire within their own restricted much smaller markets.
So the NON-MULTINATIONALS can solve their problems by freeing themselves, just like the
multinationals from MONEY by simply starting to use a Citizens-multi-national structured market.
Before the governments are able to give to the NON-MULTINATIONALS the same economic
facilities as multinationals, it will take years before all legal barriers have been removed to do so.
If you want to learn more about CMN solutions you find in the enclosed Dutch information a Dutch
informing letterand Dutch slide shows on the enclosed CD that will open your eyes. If you are personally unable to read Dutch you will doubtlessly have the translate facilities at your disposal, that
will take care of that problem. You find also on the CD an English Welcome and slideshow.
There is no doubt. Not one country will be able to end the enormous economical disaster that
developed already as a result of the fact that most business managers had and have no idea that
they are able to remove the negative side of the time bomb by simply starting to make use of
CMN-facilities. So there is no doubt that nobody is able to prevent this world from needles economic suffering, while the suffering started already 50 years ago resulting in innumerable liquidations.
Of course the CMN-Management is certainly prepared and able to support any country with our
knowledge and experience to minimize the economic suffering by implementing effective solutions
and training in the English language to reactivate the economy almost immediately.
We are definitely at your disposal,
Citizens-Multi-National International
Hank Monrobey
President

Liesbeth Breur
Vice President

Equally addressed to:
Mr. Barack Hussein Obama, US President
Mr. Tim Kaine, Chairman Democratic National Committee,
Mr. José Manuel Barrosso, President of the European Commission.
Mr. Jerzy Buzek, Chair European Parliament.
Mr. Dr.J.P. Balkenende, Resigning Prime Minister of the Netherlands.
Drs. P.R.H.M. van der Linden, Chair of the Dutch Upper House
Mrs. Gerdi Verbeet, Chair of the Dutch Lower House.
Mr. Maarten van Poelgeest, the alderman for housing in Amsterdam.
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